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The emergency ward



The planetary health infrastructure



What do we mean by intactness?

How do we define it? How do definitions
vary with geographical context, biome and past history?

Where are intact forests to be found and how can we map them?

Intact Forests in the 21st Century



At what rate are is forest intactness being lost?

What are the key processes involved and how pervasive are they?



What difference does intactness make?

What functions and services  are provided by intact forests
compared to more human-altered forests?

How can we measure these functions? 
What do we know and need to know?



What are the available policy interventions to protect intactness ?

How can intactness be reconciled with sustainable use of forests?

What are the available international policy options and financial 
instruments?

How effective has intact forest protection been? 



Outputs

Online activity and synthesis

Special issue of Frontiers in Forests and Global Change

Synthesis paper?

The Oxford Declaration on Intact Forests



Frontiers in Forests and Global Change will
publish rigorously peer-reviewed research in the
major disciplines that comprise forest science –
spanning from molecules to ecosystems to the
biosphere, and from the pure-basic research to
the highly applied. Led by an outstanding
Editorial Board of highly experienced leaders in
their discipline field, Frontiers in Forests and
Global Change will provide an outlet that places
forests at the forefront of attention of scientists,
policy makers and the public worldwide.

Contact us: 
forestsandglobalchange@frontiersin.org
Twitter: @FrontSustain



Declaration on Intact Forests in the 21st Century

In June 2018 government representatives, scientists, practitioners and members of the 
public gathered at Magdalen College, University of Oxford, to discuss strategies for 
protecting the world’s remaining intact forests. We defined intact forests as ‘forests free of 
significant anthropogenic degradation’, and noted that indigenous and traditional peoples 
have long occupied and protected intact forests around the world. 

In the meeting we reviewed the latest science related to defining and mapping intact 
forests, their value to society and the threats they face. We then discussed the management 
options, financial incentives and policy interventions available for maintaining intact 
forests into the future. 

We hereby

RECOGNISE that:

Intact forests provide a diverse array of values to society, supporting carbon sequestration, 
climate regulation, watershed protection, the survival of imperilled cultures, the 
protection of biodiversity and the maintenance of human health, with benefits at local, 
regional and global scales; and
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